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 “We, artists, creative entrepreneurs, and researchers, as a  
 collective we believe that there is a need for an emblematic  
 space, located in Venice, dedicating time and space and  
 presenting the existence of the culture of Europe. 
 A centre devoted to cultural exchanges, meetings, artistic  
 projects,  and laboratories, with Europeans and others, it is  
 our aim to  cherish our differences and strengthen cultural  
 commons.”

TIME SPACE EXISTENCE is the fourth biennial architecture exhi-
bition hosted by the European Cultural Centre in Venice. For hun-
dreds of years, Venice has been a place of cultural exchange and 
an important exporter of European culture. Venice, however, was 
chosen as the seat of the first European Cultural Centre not only for 
its historical importance, but also for a number of specific features 
that make it the ideal venue for the realization of the objectives 
of the ECC. Venice is a city with an extraordinary concentration of 
facilities and organizations dedicated to culture. It is the ideal place 
to come to understand who we are and how we are seen, a place 
for reflection, research and dialogue.

This exhibition should be seen as a platform for architects from 
Europe and other parts of the world to visually present their per-
sonal thoughts and creations about and within architecture. The 
fourth edition of the biennial architecture exhibition TIME SPACE 
EXISTENCE presents a wide selection of works from architects, 
photographers, sculptors and universities from all over the world. 

In addition, we present projects realized in cooperation with insti-
tutions and museums. The topic TIME SPACE EXISTENCE gives 
the possibility for each architect to focus on these fundamental 
existential questions, creating an extraordinary combination of 
projects and approaches. By combining projects from architecture 
studios with works of architecture photography and sculpture, the 
exhibition becomes a dialogue between current developments, 
ideas and thoughts in art and architecture, highlighting the philo-
sophical concepts of Time, Space and Existence.

The participating architects, artists and institutions represent a 
large variety of cultures and we exhibit the work of established 
architects next to professionals whose works might be less known. 
What they all have in common is their dedication to architecture in 
the broadest sense of their profession. The exhibition shows a vast 
spectrum of presentations (models, concepts, research outcomes, 
thoughts, dreams and ideas), placing classical architectural installa-
tions in dialogue with surprising artistic elements. 

“To cherish our differences and strengthen cultural commons” 
-- this goal can only become reality if we open ourselves up to 
the world around us and share our thoughts, without prejudice. 
As sincerely as possible, the GAA Foundation presents in this ex-
hibition what can be seen as a modest cross section of Europe-
an architecture, in dialogue with several non-European architects. 
TIME SPACE EXISTENCE does not only show works by European 
architects, but rather a global togetherness, a dialogue that goes 
beyond cultural backgrounds, age, race, and sex. The European 

Introduction
 by the European Cultural Centre team

Cultural Centre reflects upon the dynamics of European culture 
and influences, upon how Europe is seen within and outside its 
borders. Our aim is to go beyond our geographical borders. Bor-
ders – in the widest sense of the word – have to be crossed in order 
to develop ourselves as human beings, in order to understand who 
we are. 

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe (1886-1969) was an iconic architect 
whose legacy still shapes the world today. Born in Europe, he emi-
grated to and spent his professional life in the United States, where 
his work developed further as a dialogue between open space, 
simplicity and clarity, and became widely regarded as a pioneer 
of modern architecture. This year, the European Cultural Centre 
hosts the Fundació Mies van der Rohe with the Young Talent Ar-
chitecture Award (YTAA). The YTAA aims to support the talent of 
recently graduated architects, who will be responsible for trans-
forming our environment in the future. Emerged from an interest 
the initial stages of these students’ development and a desire to 
support their talent, the European Cultural Centre will be hosting 
their work in support of these ideals.

In the TIME SPACE EXISTENCE video series, we looked for the 
iconic architects of our time. Featuring architects such as Daniel 
Libeskind, Arata Isozaki, Tatiana Bilbao, Curtis W. Fentress, Peter 
Eisenman, Richard Meier, Fumihiko Maki, Odile Decq and Moshe 
Safdie, we asked them to reflect on the topics of TIME SPACE EX-
ISTENCE and how these three concepts sketch out the contours 
of the world around us — something especially true within archi-

tecture. Aside from these in-depth interviews, many of these archi-
tects were able to join this exhibition.

Despite today’s easy access to knowledge, the exhibition mani-
fests that intellectual development, expressions, and creations 
in architecture still show great differences. Not only from culture 
to culture, but even within one culture. TIME SPACE EXISTENCE 
shows the commonness and differences between Europeans in di-
alogue with works of non-Europeans. In addition, the exhibition 
stimulates a more conscious relationship from the spectator to-
wards their daily surrounding, aiming to increase the awareness 
of their own personal Existence as human beings influenced by a 
specific Culture within Space and Time.
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Extrusion of the Threshold. 
No limit Architecture/ Extensions and Variations 
There is a special way, a unique way for architecture to gather Space 
and Variation. The architect becomes the hand of faith and reason. 
The instrument that will lead architecture across time and substance.
There is no future within architecture if there is no will of trespassing 
the invisible threshold. The invisible line in-between man/reality and 
time/timeless architecture.

 We speak one only reason: Architecture.
 We breath a restless heart without architecture.
 In light there is an extension of material,
 The wind will blow its words throughout form,
 and gather man along the path.
 A timeless thickness glow, to find a measure 
 of what is done in our existence.
 The architect can walk a lonely road 
 when designing a fundamental change.
 But in the end the formal expression will 
 have brought the answer:
 ARCHITECTURE and MAN will hold TIME
  and SPACE. In Unity.
 Will cross the invisible Threshold and start the Mutation.
 Then it is written to became: Open Architecture,
 open to change and variation.
 Open to the invisible Substance (inner space)

          Alessia Maggio, Space reason, 2018

My personal research in practice was directed to lead Architecture 
towards its highest and un-common potential expression.  

Architecture and nature will fuse together in a natural balance. 
Where the heaviness of material will be lightened and disappear by 
the design and use of windows able to Frame the outside world. 
The installation aims to reflect the tension of man in the reaching 
out towards nature. The power of the unity: Architecture, man and 
nature. Man towards nature. Man-architecture into the Void. The 
installation will aim to frame a moment in time, where the Unity 
is complete, where there is no division between what architec-
ture communicates and the natural interaction of man inside the 
complexity and gravity of form. Because architecture is a product 
of man and vice versa, the natural environment is a trace of this  
complexity and union of this interaction. Architecture can be brought 
out of the ordinary and overcame simplicity, becoming an expression 
of more that what is there to be seen; giving potentiality of what 
is not simple to express, but trough form and Soul can Transcend 
the form in which it is build and became more, Timeless Space. 
 
Architecture is the reach of a continuity. From the inside towards 
the outside. Where the threshold and its formal design varia-
tion expresses the personal identity of the architect. This space is  
naturally mutable, can be thin or thick and have an important space 
presence. This expansion is considered reflective of a change in  
architecture practice and we aim to give a glimpse of its particular 
presence in space. As so architecture exists in time and reflects a  
research of purity and truth. The truth that can be given from the 
lesson of beauty. So powerful can the hands of an architect be? Yes, 
they can be full of all the presence and quality of history, art and  
knowledge of the wise. And most of all, they can be the hands OPEN 
toward Humanity.

Alessia Maggio
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